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Method INsider | What Happens When Disruptors Become Disrupted?
Hi there,
While the myth that the average human’s attention span is shorter than a goldfish’s has been
busted, one thing remains true about capturing an audience’s attention: Good storytelling makes
for good content.
For example, there’s an inherent tension when a challenger brand rises to the rank of champion,
only to be challenged by a new underdog. We’re seeing it with Salesforce and Freshworks,
Google vs. TikTok and others. We take this to heart for our clients when we tell their stories.

What We've Been Up To

Insights

The Power Of Narrative: The
Power Of Not Selling Out

Remote Work
to the Rescue

In this episode of The Power Of Narrative,
former New York Times journalists Tim Race
and Gary Rivlin discuss the value of applying
journalistic techniques to corporate
storytelling.

Years before Covid-19 sent the world into
lockdown, Method already had a flexible
remote work policy. Since the pandemic, we
expanded our work-from-home opportunities
in a program called Method Anywhere.

Tim and Gary share how the stigma of
journalists “turning to the dark side” is
dissipating. They also discuss the everchanging landscape of business media and
revisit memorable industry news from their
years at The New York Times. Check out the
full episode on PRovoke Media.

The response to Method Anywhere has been
overwhelmingly positive from our employees
since its rollout. We asked a few members of
the Method Team to share their experiences
and speak to how their lives have improved
with Method Anywhere. Head over to our blog
to read their stories.

Spotlight

Ushering in the Era of Green Tech
These days, consumers want corporations to take an active role in fighting climate change. A
good first step is getting companies to recognize their contributions to the problem, but what’s
even more important is getting them to take action. That’s why Method takes pride in working with
clients who value sustainability in their products and operations.
Genomatica, for example, is well known for creating renewable-sourced chemicals and materials
from plants instead of the industry-standard crude oil. But despite this innovation, the company
still found its media coverage siloed within chemical industry publications. Method jumped on
board and landed Genomatica features in Forbes, Vogue Business and Women’s Wear Daily,
proving that sustainably-focused biotech belongs on every reader's front page.
From biological manufacturing to solar power and advanced batteries, we know how to put
sustainability on the media’s radar. Read more in our case study.

What We're Reading

Tapping Back in to Feminist Literature
As the country adjusts to the changing landscape of women’s rights, we revisited some
groundbreaking works that helped define the evolution of the gender equality movement. From
foundational musings on etiquette to radical takes on female liberation, we encourage you to
check out a few of the most important pieces of literature regarding the feminine experience.
Long before the dawn of first wave feminism in the 1840s, Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the
Rights of Women (1792), often regarded as the first substantial feminist prose, observed that
cultural practices demanded particular behaviors from women and that nonconformity had
serious, sometimes fatal consequences. A century later this idea of nonconformity had evolved
into conscious thought: Kate Chopin published The Awakening and Zora Neale Hurston published
Their Eyes Were Watching God, both of which depict women struggling to understand their own
feminine views and sensuality in a country defined by racial and gender inequality.
Enter the 1960’s: feminist authors began to talk in terms of “liberation” and Betty Friedan’s iconic
The Feminine Mystique addressed that sexist power structures restricted women from expressing
intellectual and creative freedoms. Friedan’s work officially launched the second wave of
feminism, expanding the agenda to issues such as sexuality, reproductive rights, the workplace,
and more.
Third wave feminism draws on the work of gender theorist Judith Butler, whose Gender Trouble
included, for the first time, support for trans rights and intersectional feminism. Feminist attention
turned to the systems that allow misconduct to occur, sparking the #MeToo movement and
continuing to develop feminist theory that is truly representative.
While academic commentaries on feminine theory will continue to emerge, there is always value
in turning the page back to the foundations of these movements as we continue to advocate for
gender equality in all areas.

A Pop of Culture

A Gut Punch to Google Search
TikTok may soon replace Google as the world’s top search engine. You read that correctly. A
recent article in Fortune claimed that Google is in danger of losing Gen Z, an audience that
prefers video results over a page of text results — half of which are ads.
This news aligns with the larger trend of brands using video more prevalently in their owned
media strategies. It also introduces the concept of TikTok SEO, another digital tactic brands will
have to learn as consumer preferences continue to shift at a rapid pace.
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